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a b s t r a c t

The ray tracing equations for the beam-down solar concentrator have been derived in this paper. Based
on the equations, a new module for the simulation of the beam-down solar concentrating system has
been developed and incorporated into the code HFLD. To validate the ray tracing equations, a simple
beam-down solar concentrating system consisting of 3 heliostats and a hyperboloid reflector is simu-
lated. The concentrated spots at the lower focal point of the hyperboloid reflector for the beam-down
system are calculated by the modified code HFLD and then compared with that calculated by the
commercial software Zemax. It is found that the calculated results coincide with each other basically.
Furthermore, a beam-down solar concentrator consisting of 31 heliostats, a tower reflector and a CPC is
designed and simulated by using the modified code HFLD. The concentrated spots of the beam-down
solar concentrator are calculated.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

For the solar tower system, the tower is designed to be very high
in order to reduce the losses including the cosine loss, the shading
loss and the blocking loss and so on [1]. However, to place the heavy
receiver atop the very high tower will result in a rather high tower
cost. In addition, the working fluid needs to be pumped up to the
top of the tower so that the exceptional power is consumed. Finally,
the heat loss is also very high when the heat transfers from the
receiver to the energy converter. To overcome above mentioned
shortcomings, the beam-down solar concentrator has been
proposed and developed. The beam-down concept was firstly
proposed by Rabl [2], and further investigated by Segal et al. [3e6],
Kribus et al. [7], Hasuike et al. [8] and Wieckert et al. [9]. An
operational beam-down solar system has been constructed at the
Weizmann-Institute. According to Segal et al. [4], the tower
reflector with a hyperboloid surface is suitable for the beam-down
concentrator. However, the hyperboloid reflector always magnifies
the sun image and thus results in a lower concentration factor.
Therefore, a second concentrator, i.e. the receiver concentrator (RC),
is necessary to improve the concentration factor. The CPC
(compound parabolic concentrator) is usually selected as the RC in
that it approaches the ideal case and therefore has the maximum
concentration factor in theory. In the design of the beam-down
concentrator, the performance of the concentrator at any time
ei).
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over a year should be evaluated and analyzed. However, this is
almost impossible by using the existing commercial software
because of the awkward inputs and complex calculations. There-
fore, it is necessary to derive the ray tracing equations and then
based onwhich to develop a simulationmodule for the beam-down
solar concentrator.

In this work, the ray tracing equations for the beam-down solar
concentrator have been derived. Based on the ray tracing equations,
a new module has been developed and incorporated into the code
HFLD [10,11]. The correctness of the ray tracing equations is proved
by comparing the concentrated spots at the lower focal point of the
hyperboloid reflector calculated by both the modified code HFLD
and the commercial software Zemax. Finally, a beam-down solar
concentrator consisting of 31 heliostats, a tower reflector and a CPC
is designed and simulated by using the modified code HFLD. The
concentrated spot of the designed beam-down concentrator at
different time over a year is calculated. This work is helpful for the
design of the beam-down concentrator in the solar thermal appli-
cations. The derivation and validation of the ray-tracing equations
for the beam-down concentrator is worthwhile for the community.

2. Ray tracing equations

The beam-down solar concentrator consists of a heliostat field,
a tower reflector and a receiver concentrator and is shown in Fig. 1.
The heliostats track the sun and reflect the sunlight to the aim point
T. The tower reflector redirects the concentrated solar radiation
down onto the RC entrance located at near the ground level. The
heliostats can be flat or curved. The shape of the tower reflector is
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the beam-down solar concentrator and coordinate systems.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the RC and coordinate axes.
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usually a hyperboloid which has two focal points: upper focal point
and lower focal point. The aim point T coincides with the upper
focal point of the tower reflector. The optical axis coincides with the
symmetric axis of the hyperboloid. The lower focal point of the
hyperboloid is located on the RC entrance plane. The solar image at
the lower focal point is magnified by the ratio: (L� z0)/z0, where L is
the distance between the lower focal point and the aim point T and
z0 is the distance between the vertex point of the tower reflector
and the aim point T. Themagnification also depends on the shape of
the tower reflector. Furthermore, the shape of the tower reflector
depends on L and z0. The RC concentrates the radiation again onto
the receiver so that a required concentration factor can be obtained
finally. For modeling and designing the beam-down solar concen-
trator, it is necessary to derive the ray tracing equations. To do this,
Cartesian right-handed coordinate systems are established and
illustrated in Fig. 1. Ground-coordinate axes are defined as Xg, Yg, Zg,
where the tower base center G is the origin, Xg axis points toward
south, Yg axis points toward east, and Zg axis points toward the
zenith. Target coordinate axes are defined as XT, YT, ZT, where the
aim point T is the origin, ZT axis is along the optical axis direction of
the tower reflector surface and in the plane defined by Zg axis and
Xg axis, XT axis is parallel to Yg axis and points toward east, YT axis is
perpendicular to XT axis and ZT axis, XT and YT are located in the aim
plane. dTR is the tilt angle of the tower reflector which equals to the
angle between ZT axis and Zg axis.

The equations of the traced ray between the heliostat and the
tower reflector in the target coordinates is written as follows,

x� xT
cos at

¼ y� yT
cos bt

¼ z
cos gt

(1)

where (xT, yT) are the coordinates of intersection point between the
traced ray and the aim plane, and (cosat, cosbt, cosgt) are the
direction cosine components of the traced ray in the target coor-
dinate axes. The derivation for the Eq. (1) was presented in our
previous paper (Wei et al. 2007).

The tower reflector must have the property to reflect all rays
concentrated to a point, the aim point, so that they pass through the
same final point, the image point. A surface with these character-
istics is called a Cartesian surface. The surface equation of the tower
reflector in the form z ¼ f(x,y) is given as follows [12],

z ¼ f
�
x; y

� ¼
�
x2 þ y2

��
R

1þ �
1� �

1þ k
�
,
�
x2 þ y2

��
R2

�1=2 (2)

where R is the vertex curvature radius of the surface, and k is the
conic constant. If k<�1, Eq. (2) represents a hyperboloid surface of
two sheets.
The direction cosine components (cosan1, cosbn1, cosgn1) of the
normal vector at a point of the tower reflector surface in the target
coordinate axes are written as follows,

ðcos an1; cos bn1; cos gn1Þ ¼
�
fx; fy;1

�.�
f 2x þ f 2y þ 1

�1=2
(3)

where fx, fy denote the partial derivatives of Eq. (2) for x and y.
By inserting Eq. (1) into Eq. (2) and solving x, y and z, the

coordinates (x1, y1, z1) of the intersection point between the traced
ray and the tower reflector surface can be obtained. Then, by
inserting (x1, y1, z1) into Eq. (3), the normal vector at intersection
point of the tower reflector surface can be obtained.

According to the Snell law, the direction cosine components
(cosar1, cosbr1, cosgr1) of the reflection ray on the tower reflector
surface in the target coordinate axes are written as follows,

2
4
cos ar1
cos br1
cos gr1

3
5 ¼

2
4
2,cos q1,cos an1 � cos at
2,cos q1,cos bn1 � cos bt
2,cos q1,cos gn1 � cos gt

3
5 (4)

where q1 is the reflection angle and the cosine of q1 can bewritten as,

cos q1 ¼ cos at,cos an1 þ cos bt,cos bn1 þ cos gt,cos gn1 (5)

In terms of the target coordinate axes, the equations of the
reflection ray on the tower reflector are written as follows,

x� x1
cos ar1

¼ y� y1
cos br1

¼ z� z1
cos gr1

(6)

In Fig. 2, RC coordinate axes are defined as XRC, YRC, ZRC, where
the RC entrance aperture center is the origin, ZRC axis is along the
normal direction of the RC aperture plane and located in the plane
defined by Zg axis and Xg axis, XRC axis is parallel to the Yg axis and
points toward east, YRC axis is perpendicular to XRC axis and ZRC axis.
XRC axis and YRC axis are located in the entrance aperture plane. L is
the distance between the aim point T and the RC entrance aperture
center. dRC is the tilt angle of the entrance aperture plane which
equals to the angle between ZRC axis and ZT axis.

Using Eq. (6), the coordinates (Xr, Yr, Zr) of intersection point
between the traced ray and the plane ZT ¼ �L (see Fig. 2) can be
solved as follows,



Table 1
Parameters of the heliostats and tower reflector.

Heliostat size 2.1 m � 2.1 m
Height of heliostat hh 1.2 m
Coordinates of the heliostats (xg,yg) (�13.44,0), (�20.71,0), (�29.43,0)
Aim point height hA 12 m
Latitude F 40.4�

Surface shape of heliostat Spherical
Tracking method of heliostat Azimuth-elevation tracking
Tower reflector size 2.5 m � 4.5 m
Vertex curvature radius R 16.195 m
Conic constant d �2.729
Height of tower reflector hT 10.17 m
Tilt angle of tower reflector dTR 33.4�
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2
4
Xr
Yr
Zr

3
5 ¼

2
4
ð�L� z1Þ,cos ar1=cos gr1 þ x1
ð�L� z1Þ,cos br1=cos gr1 þ y1
�L

3
5 (7)

A new auxiliary coordinate axis is obtained by translating the
target coordinate axes for �L along ZT axis. In terms of the new
coordinate axes, the coordinates of the intersection point between
the traced ray and the plane ZT ¼ �L can be written as (Xr, Yr, 0),
which can then be transformed from the new auxiliary coordinate
axes to RC coordinate axes by using the transformation matrixM.M
is given as follows,
Fig. 3. A comparison of concentrated spots at the lower focal point of the tower reflector for
side), the dimensions shown are in meters.
M ¼ 4
1 0 0
0 cos dRC �sin dRC 5 (8)
2

0 sin dRC cos dRC

3

Thus we have,

2
4
Xrc
Yrc
Zrc

3
5 ¼

2
4
Xr
Yr,cos dRC
Yr,sin dRC

3
5 (9)

And,

2
4
cos arc
cos brc
cos grc

3
5 ¼

2
4
cos ar
cos br,cos dRC � cos gr,sin dRC
cos br,sin dRC þ cos gr,cos dRC

3
5 (10)

where (Xrc, Yrc, Zrc) denote the coordinates of intersection point
between the traced ray and the RC entrance aperture plane, (cosarc,
cosbrc, cosgrc) denote the direction cosine components of the traced
ray in the RC coordinate axes.

The coordinates (XA, YA, ZA) of the intersection point between the
traced rayand theRC entrance aperture plane are derived as follows,

2
4
xA
yA
zA

3
5 ¼

2
4
�Zrc,cos arc=cos grc þ Xrc
�Zrc,cos brc=cos grc þ Yrc
0

3
5 (11)
the beam-down system calculated by Zemax (left side) and modified code HFLD (right



Fig. 4. Schematic of the beam-down solar concentrator, (a) The pattern of the field layout, (b) The three-dimensional case with traced rays. The dimensions shown are in meters.

Table 2
Parameters of the CPC concentrator.

Entrance aperture 1.036 m
Exit aperture 2a 0.32 m
Overall length l 2.086 m
Focal length of the parabola f 0.209 m
Collecting angle qi 18�

Tilt angle dRC 10�

Reflectivity 0.95
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In terms of the RC coordinate axes, the equations of the traced
ray are written as follows,

x� xA
cos arc

¼ y� yA
cos brc

¼ z
cos grc

(12)

By using Eq. (12), the coordinates of the intersection point
between the traced ray and the entrance aperture of the RC can be
calculated.
2
4
Fx
Fy
Fz

3
5 ¼

2
64

2,cos qi,x,
n
cos qi þ ½sin qi,ðl� zÞ þ a,cos qi�=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p o

2,cos qi,y,
n
cos qi þ ½sin qi,ðl� zÞ þ a,cos qi�=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p o

�2,sin qi,
h
cos qi,

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p
þ sin qi,

�
l� z

�
þ a,cos qi

i
þ

The CPC is usually selected as the RC. The CPC surface equation
in the form F(r, z) ¼ 0 is given as follows,

½r,cos qiþsin qi,ðl� zÞ þ a,cos qi�2þ4,f ,½r,sin qi � cos qi,ðl� zÞ
þ a,sin qi� � 4,f 2 ¼ 0 ð13Þ

where qi is the collecting angle, a is the semidiameter of the exit
aperture, l is the overall length of the CPC, and f is the focal length of
a parabola. In terms of Cartesian coordinates, r2 ¼ x2 þ y2, thus Eq.
(13) can be written in the form F(x, y, z) ¼ 0.

The direction cosine components (cosan2, cosbn2, cosgn2) of the
normal vector at a point of the CPC surface in the RC coordinate
axes can be calculated as follows,

ðcosan2;cosbn2;cosgn2Þ ¼
�
Fx;Fy;Fz

���
F2x þF2y þF2z

�1=2
(14)

where,
þ 4,f ,sin qi,x=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p

þ 4,f ,sin qi,y=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 þ y2

p

4,f ,cos qi

3
75:



Fig. 5. The profile of the concentrated spot for the beam-down solar concentrator at different time, where the circle is the boundary of the exit aperture of CPC, Cmax is the
maximum concentration factor, Cmean is the mean concentration factor over the RC exit plane, heff is the optical efficiency, the concentration scale is 0e5000.
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By inserting Eq. (12) into Eq. (13) and solving x, y and z, the
coordinates (x2, y2, z2) of the intersection point between the traced
ray and the CPC surface can be obtained. By inserting (x2, y2, z2) into
Eq. (14), the normal vector at the intersection point of the CPC
surface can be obtained.

According to the Snell law, the direction cosine components
(cosar2, cosbr2, cosgr2) of the reflection ray on the CPC surface in the
RC coordinate axes are written as follows,

2
4
cos ar2
cos br2
cos gr2

3
5 ¼

2
4
2,cos q2,cos an2 � cos arc
2,cos q2,cos bn2 � cos brc
2,cos q2,cos gn2 � cos grc

3
5 (15)

Where q2 is the reflection angle and the cosineof q2 canbewritten as,

cos q2 ¼ cos arc,cos an2 þ cos brc,cos bn2 þ cos grc,cos gn2
(16)

In terms of the RC coordinate axes, the equations of the reflec-
tion ray on the CPC surface can be written as follows,

x� x2
cos ar2

¼ y� y2
cos br2

¼ z� z2
cos gr2

(17)

If the reflection ray on the CPC surface intersects with the exit
aperture plane, by inserting equation z ¼ �l into Eq. (17) and
solving x, y and z, the coordinates of the intersection point can be
derived as follows,

2
4
xa
ya
za

3
5 ¼

2
4
ð�l� z2Þ,cos ar2=cos gr2 þ x2
ð�l� z2Þ,cos br2=cos gr2 þ y2
�l

3
5 (18)

If the reflection ray on the CPC surface intersects with the CPC
surface again, i.e., the traced ray are reflected more than once
within the CPC, by inserting Eq. (17) into Eq. (13) and solving x, y
and z, the coordinates (x3, y3, z3) of the intersection point on the CPC
surface can be obtained. By repeating the above calculations from
Eq. (14) to Eq. (18), the coordinates of intersection points between
all traced rays and the exit aperture plane of the CPC can be derived
and the reflection times of the traced rays within the CPC can be
counted finally.
3. The validation of the ray tracing equations

Based on the ray tracing equations, a new module for the
simulation of the beam-down solar concentrator has been devel-
oped and incorporated into the code HFLD. To prove the correctness
of the equations, the concentrated spots at the lower focal point of
the tower reflector for a simple beam-down system are calculated
at different time by both the modified code HFLD and the
commercial software Zemax respectively. The calculated beam-
down system consists of 3 heliostats and a hyperboloid tower
reflector. The parameters of the heliostats and tower reflector are
shown in Table 1.

The comparisons of the results are shown in Fig. 3. 13 � 13
beams have been considered in the comparison for each heliostat.
The beams include edge beams, central beams, meridional beams
and sagittal beams and so forth that are uniform distribution on the
heliostat. It can be seen that the results coincide with each other
basically. For the lack of information about Zemax in detail, the
deviation of calculation results between HFLD and Zemax can be
explained as follows: (1) the drawing algorithm between HFLD and
Zemax is different; (2) the accuracy of the calculation is different.
Considering above reasons, the calculation errors can be ignored.
Therefore, the correctness of the ray tracing equations for the
beam-down system is proved.
4. The simulation of the beam-down solar concentrator

By using the modified code HFLD, a beam-down solar concen-
trator consisting of 31 heliostats, a tower reflector and a CPC has
been designed and simulated. The designed field layout is shown in
Fig. 4.

A hyperboloid surface described by Eq. (2) is selected as the
initial tower reflector surface. The surface and the tilt angle of the
tower reflector are then further optimized by using the code HFLD.
The parameters of the heliostats and tower reflector are shown in
Table 1. The CPC is used for the re-concentration of the spot. The
configuration and the tilt angle of the CPC are also optimized by
using the code HFLD. The optimum parameters of the CPC are
shown in Table 2.

HFLD assumes that the mirror surface errors and tracking errors
have a Gaussian distribution, and the RMS (root mean square) of
them equals to 1 mrad and 2.5 mrad respectively. In consideration
of the sun shape, the incident beam relative to a point of the mirror
can be considered as a flat top cone with a vertex angle of
3¼ 9.3 mrad. The reflection ratio of the mirrors is assumed to be
0.95. The profile of the concentrated spot and the optical efficiency
for the beam-down solar concentrator at different time have been
calculated by using the code HFLD and are shown in Fig. 5. The
concentrated spot and the optical efficiency depend on the losses in
the heliostat field and the multi-reflection losses in the RC. The
losses in the heliostat field including the cosine loss, spillage,
shading and blocking loss change with the sun position. Therefore,
the concentrated spot and the optical efficiency change with the
sun position as shown in Fig. 5.

5. Conclusions

The beam-down solar concentrator usually consists of a helio-
stat field, a tower reflector and a CPC. It is necessary to develop
a special program for the design and simulation of the beam-down
solar concentrator. In this paper, the ray tracing equations for the
beam-down solar concentrator have been derived. Based on the
equations, a new module for the simulation of the beam-down
system has been developed and incorporated into the code HFLD.
The validation of themodified code HFLD has been proved. By using
the code HFLD, a small beam-down solar concentrator consisting of
31 heliostats, a tower reflector and a CPC has been designed. The
concentrated spot and optical efficiency of the beam-down system
at different time over a year have been calculated. According to the
calculated concentration ratio and optical efficiency, using the DNI
data, the concentrated power on the receiver plane can be obtained.
It can be seen that the beam-down concentrator has a higher
concentration ratio which meets the high-temperature solar
applications. Therefore, the beam-down concentrator can be used
in the solar thermal power plant or solar furnace instead of the
solar tower system.
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